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Dr. Jimenez is a board certified 
orthopaedic surgeon, fellowship
trained in hip and pelvis reconstruction,
specializing in orthopaedic fracture
care and joint reconstruction. His 

patient centered focus is on soft-tissue preservation and
rapid recovery. He has a special interest and expertise 
in the Direct Anterior Approach for total hip arthroplasty.

Dr. Jimenez holds leadership roles with Illinois Bone 
& Joint Institute and Lutheran General Hospital. He is a 
past Board of Councilor for the American Academy of
Orthopaedic Surgeons, and is the Past President of the 
Illinois Association of Orthopaedic Surgeons. Dr. Jimenez 
is Founder and Chairman of the non-profit Foundation 
for Education and Musculoskeletal Research.

Dr. Jimenez has extensive research and academic 
experience. He is Chairman and Founder of the Annual
Chicago Trauma Symposium, and lectures extensively 
locally, nationally, and internationally. He has published 
several articles and book chapters, and given numerous
scientific presentations and exhibits. He is a leader 
and dedicated hip and pelvis reconstruction surgeon,
committed to educating and healing the community.

DIRECT ANTERIOR HIP ARTHROPLASTY
The Direct Anterior Hip Arthroplasty produces effective 
and dramatic relief for adult patients suffering from 
severe arthritis of the hip. This hip replacement procedure
provides recovery and return-to-lifestyle benefits not
found in other surgical approaches for hip replacement.
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WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN TRADITIONAL TOTAL
HIP REPLACEMENT AND THE
DIRECT ANTERIOR HIP ARTHOPLASTY?
In traditional hip replacement surgery, an incision 
is made along the posterior aspect of the thigh and 
buttocks. The posterior approach typically requires 
a longer incision, detachment of muscle and soft tissues,
and includes a longer rehabilitation period. Furthermore,
hip dislocation precautions are necessary to reduce 
the risk of the ball dislocating from the socket. This 
means the patient must avoid crossing their legs or 
flexing the hip beyond 90 degrees.

The Direct Anterior Approach for hip replacement 
allows for a smaller incision compared to other surgical
approachs, and spares the posterior muscles and soft 
tissue from transection and long recovery exposure. 

Through an anterior incision, Dr. Jimenez is able to access
the hip joint without dividing or detaching any muscles.
Hip dislocation precautions are no longer necessary, since
the posterior muscles have not been divided or detached.

Dr. Jimenez can accurately position the hip replacement
components using intra-operative X-ray, reducing the 
risk of leg length inequality and component mal-position.
A unique surgical table, called the hana table, was acquired
by Lutheran General Hospital, which allows for patient
positioning and X-ray imaging, making the direct anterior
surgical approach for hip replacement possible.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS
TO THE ANTERIOR APPROACH?
The Anterior Approach to total hip replacement is an 
alternative to traditional hip replacement surgery that
provides the potential for less pain, faster recovery 

and improved mobility. Unlike traditional hip replacement 
surgery, this techniques allows the surgeon to work 
between the muscles and tissues without splitting 
or detaching them from the femur bone. 

The potential benefits of the Anterior Approach are:

• Possible accelerated recovery time because key muscles
are not detached during the operation.

• Potential for fewer restrictions during recovery. 
This procedure allows full weight bearing immediately
and does not restrict hip motion.

• Possible reduced scarring because the technique allows
for one relatively small incision. Since the incision is 
on the front side of the leg, the patient may be spared
from the pain of sitting on scar tissue.

• Potential for stability of the implant sooner after surgery,
resulting in part from the fact that they key muscle 
and tissues are not disturbed during the operation.

Patient benefits:

• Less scarring

• Minimized muscle trauma

• Less risk of dislocation

• Less pain, meaning less pain medication

• Reduced costs due to shorter hospital stay

• Equal leg lengths

• No restrictions on hip movements

• Early resumption of work, recreation 
and activities of daily living

WHAT ARE THE RISKS TO HAVING
HIP REPLACEMENT SURGERY?
Every surgical approach has risks and benefits. The 
performance of a hip replacement depends on age,
weight, activity level and other factors. There are 
potential risks, and recovery takes time. Consult your
bone and joint specialist to see if you are a candidate.

ANTERIOR INCISION
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